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Human Detection, Gesture Recognition, and Policy
Generation for Human-Aware Robots
Steven Jens M. Jorgensen, M.S.E.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2017
Supervisor: Luis Sentis
For robots to be deployable in human occupied environments, the robots
must have human-awareness and generate human-aware behaviors and poli-
cies. This thesis posits that a human-aware robot must be capable of (1)
human detection and tracking, (2) human action or intent recognition and (3)
intelligent, human-aware action generation. This work presents and evaluates
a methodology for each stated capability.
In Chapter 2, a method for practical side-by-side human detection for
the Valkyrie robot using the Multisense SL sensor is presented. An explanation
of why current off-the-shelf techniques are not suitable and a depth-based
algorithm using point cloud descriptors and a Random Forest classifier for
detecting humans under occlusion, in close proximity, in varying sparsity, and
in random poses on the Multisense SL sensor are presented.
In Chapter 3, action recognition of arm motion gestures is framed as
a supervised learning problem. A popular technique for gesture representa-
tion with dynamic movement primitives (DMPs) and its classification using
viii
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) is explored. The approach is tested under
various hypotheses to understand the intricacies of using DMPs for movement
representation. The following findings are reported: (a) recognition rate is sen-
sitive to the number of basis weights, (b) DMPs can be used to recognize two
linear motions, (c) rhythmic gestures can be differentiated with the discrete
formulation of DMPs, and (d) DMPs can represent static-type gestures.
In Chapter 4, a novel technique for (a) representing Human-Robot-
Interaction as a dynamical system, and (b) using model predictive control to
generate control policies is presented. The approach is motivated by using a
scenario in which an Assistive Robot must be productive by bringing work to
the human but must also be mindful of the human’s workload. By modeling the
interaction as a dynamical system, advances in control theory can be leveraged
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Current high-performance industrial grade robots are unsafe to work
with humans. These robots are pre-programmed to do tasks as quickly pos-
sible with minimal concern for its environment. They lack human-awareness
and react on an out-of-context basis. This thesis claim that a successful col-
laborative robot must have the following capabilities:
1. An ability to detect and track the pose of fellow collaborators.
2. An ability to recognize the intent and actions and mental states of fellow
collaborators
3. An ability to generate intelligent actions to accomplish task objectives
and support fellow collaborators
1.1 Thesis Contributions
In chapter 2, a human detection algorithm is presented for the Multi-
sense SL sensor used on the NASA Valkyrie robot. The Multisense SL has two
primary sensors, a stereo camera which can output a colored point cloud data
from the RGB-D data and a spinning Hokuyo lidar sensor which generates a
3D point cloud data with varying cloud density. The detection algorithm was
created to handle the data points generated by the sensor’s spinning Hokuyo
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Lidar sensor since the stereo camera has limitations both in terms of visibility
in regions where side-by-side interactions occur and distortion errors when an
object is too close to the camera. The detection algorithm accepts any 3D
point cloud data and outputs a set of 3D bounding boxes on regions where
human points are present. The algorithm is able to detect humans under oc-
clusions, varying point cloud sparsity, and in close proximity. However, due to
features extracted from the point cloud, the approach has high recall and low
precision classification. Thus, while human points are always extracted by the
algorithm, non-human points are sometimes classified as humans.
The field of action and intent recognition is vast, and it is difficult to
provide an all-purpose algorithm. One subset of general action recognition is
gesture recognition. In chapter 3, a methodology for recognizing arm motion
gesture recognition is addressed. Arm motion gestures are represented as a
Dynamic Movement Primitive (DMP). Recognition is performed by extracting
the basis weights of the gesture’s DMP forcing function and then performing
inference over a trained Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to identify the most
likely gesture. Using DMPs and GMMs are common in literature, but this
thesis tests many hypotheses to understand the discriminative power of DMPs
and GMMs for gesture recognition. It was found that recognition rates are
sensitive to the number of basis weights, DMPs can discriminate between
two different linear motions, and that DMPs can be used for static gesture
recognition.
Finally chapter 4 presents a methodology for generating intelligent,
human-aware robot control policies using Model Predictive Control (MPC)
with mixed integer constraints. Robot decision making has traditionally been
framed as a either a motion planning problem or as a Markov Decision Prob-
2
lem. Here, this work presents a new method of representing Human-Robot-
Interaction (HRI) scenarios as dynamical systems. Once represented as a dy-
namical system, advances in the field of control theory can be leveraged. The
methodology is motivated by an assistive robot scenario in which the robot
attempts to maximize productivity by delivering work to the human, but also
ensures that the human is never overworked. Simulation results show that the
approach is able to generate useful control behaviors from maximizing a cost
function with a notion for productivity and human workload.
3
Chapter 2
Human Detection with the MultiSense SL
Sensor on Valkyrie
In this chapter, an algorithm to detect humans in various poses and un-
der significant occlusions for Valkyrie’s [43] Multisense SL (MSL) sensor [9] is
presented. The MSL sensor is a multi-modal sensor capable of providing RGB-
D data from its cameras and point cloud data from a spinning Hokuyo laser
(lidar) sensor. Here, we describe why off-the-shelf solutions with the Kinect
is not applicable, why the RGB-D data is not used, and how to semantically
detect and extract human points from the MSL’s Hokuyo laser sensor.
2.1 Background and Motivation
For many side-by-side collaboration tasks, two or more humans working
together naturally communicate via verbal cues and nonverbal cues. While
detecting the presence of a human is not necessary for the former, the latter
means of communication requires an ability to detect, identify, and track poses
of human partners. Research has shown that nonverbal communication are
important in human-robot collaboration [7] [20]. Thus, human detection is a
necessary capability for a robot engaging in side-by-side collaboration with a
human. Without this capability, a robot will not be able to naturally assist
the human as another human partner would.
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Figure 2.1: Multisense SL RGB-D distortion: The raw camera image (top left)
shows a human placing his hand in front of the Multisense SL sensor. The
yellow box indicates that the human’s hand is visible both in the raw camera
image and the lidar point cloud data. However, the orange box shows that the
RGB-D point cloud data is heavily distorted.
Furthermore, human detection is an essential component of many Human-
Robot-Interaction (HRI) scenarios such as pedestrian detection [14] for au-
tonomous driving, navigation with social-awareness [38], learning from demon-
stration [27], and others. Due to the extensive utility of human detection and
tracking, many real-time algorithms exist for tackling this problem [29] [14]
[55].
A potential solution for human tracking is to require the human to
wear specialized markers so that the visual sensors can locate the markers
on the human body and infer the human’s kinematic pose. However, using
markers has issues as well. The markers may be sensitive to lighting and other
5
Figure 2.2: Multisense SL lidar data sparsity: Due to the scanning pattern of
the Multisense SL’s hokuyo sensor (center image), the lidar data introduces
sparsity as lidar speed, and distance and angle from the sensor increases (top
image).
environmental conditions. Wearing multiple markers can also be cumbersome
to the user.
Recently, with the advent of a cheap RGB-D sensor, the Microsoft
Kinect [60], the rise of open-source robotics, the Robot Operating System
(ROS) [42], and an open-sourced implementation of human pose detection
and tracking, [36] [55], researchers have gained access to the necessary off-
the-shelf hardware and software implementation to bootstrap their needs for
reliably tracking and detecting human poses.
However, the Kinect’s implementation for human tracking has limited
capability. First, due to hardware limitations, the human must be at a mini-
mum distance away from the sensor to prevent point cloud distortion. Second,
due to their feature selection, their algorithm requires that the humans un-
obstructed full-body must face the sensor. These two requirements are too
restrictive for a robot engaging in side-by-side collaboration, as humans might
be partially occluded when they are on the periphery of the robot’s vision.
6














Figure 2.3: Multisense SL Overhead Visibility: The green region shows where
both RGB-D and lidar point cloud data are visible, the blue region shows where
lidar point cloud data is visible, and the yellow region is an approximation of
where side-by-side collaboration occurs.
While it is possible to place multiple Kinects externally from the robot, robots
with on-board sensing have more utility from a deployment point of view. It’s
also possible to place multiple kinects on the robot, however this approach
introduces unnecessary costs and does not address the issue of the minimum
distance requirement of the Kinect sensor.
Additionally, the Kinect’s tracking algorithm is also not immediately
usable for the Valkyrie robot [43] engaging in side-by-side collaboration with
humans. Similar to the kinect’s hardware limitations, the MSL’s RGB-D re-
quires a minimum distance to properly perform point cloud correspondence
without introducing distortion (Figure 2.1) .
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Note that the Kinect algorithm also assumes very dense point clouds
to generate an appropriate depth map. Unfortunately, the algorithm can only
work on the RGB-D data of the MSL sensor, as the lidar data introduce
significant point cloud sparsity depending on the lidar speed and where the
human is standing with respect to the sensor (Figure 2.2). Furthermore, the
MSL’s RGB-D data has a limited viewing angle and will be blind to areas where
physical HRI occurs and side-by-side collaboration is expected (Figure 2.3).
When comparing the point cloud data available with the MSL, data
from the lidar shows that it has no minimum distance limitation (Figure 2.1)
and has a wider viewing angle (Figure 2.4), which can enable human detection
for side-by-side collaboration.
Given the limitations of the Kinect algorithm and the challenges that
come with using the MSL sensor on Valkyrie, there is a need for creating a
real-time human detection algorithm for the MSL using its lidar data. This
is not immediately easy as in addition to the sparsity issue (Figure 2.2), the
scanning pattern of the Hokuyo sensor introduces another problem. Namely,
it needs to rotate 180 degrees before obtaining a full visual update. Thus, the
hokuyo needs to be spun as fast as possible to obtain the latest update of its
environment which further increases point cloud sparsity.
2.2 Required Capabilities
In order to make the human detection algorithm for the MSL practical,
it is important to state its required capabilities. In essence, the algorithm
must be able to detect humans under:
1. varying point cloud sparsity.
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Visible point cloud data from the RGB-D camera Visible point cloud data from the lidar
Human in 
close proximity!
Figure 2.4: Visibility comparison between RGB-D point cloud data versus
lidar data from Valkyrie’s Multisense SL sensor
2. regions where reliable RGB-D data is not available.
3. occlusions of up to 50 % of the body.
4. varying poses.
5. real-time constraints (less than 30ms [19]).
2.3 Technical Approach Overview
Algorithm 1 details the overview procedure for semantically extracting
human point clouds from the MSL’s lidar data. Figure 2.5 gives a visualization
of Algorithm 1.
The separation of point clouds into m different layers is inspired from
[18] which used the same method to recognize occluded humans better. The
algorithm presented here has a couple of notable differences. First, their im-
9
Algorithm 1 Human Detection Algorithm for MultiSense SL’s Hokuyo Sensor
1: procedure DetectHumans
2: Voxelize point cloud data
3: For every voxel, compute its local normal
4: Separate points into m layers along the z- axis
5: For each layer, cluster the points using a segmentation algorithm (eg:
Euclidean distance clustering)
6: Calculate the features of each cluster and construct its feature vector.
7: Using the cluster’s feature vector, use a classification algorithm (eg:
Random Forests) to classify whether the cluster is part of a human or not.
8: Clusters marked as humans are labeled as “Candidate Humans”
9: Cluster “Candidate Humans” points
10: Create a bounding box for each clustered candidate human points
11: Extract features of points inside the bounding box and classify the
points as human or not.
12: Return the set of bounding boxes enclosing human points
plementation relies on using RGB-D points from the Kinect. However, here
we use sparser data from the MSL’s lidar sensor. Second, instead of using a
histogram of Local Surface Normals (LSNs) that depend on the orientation of
the point cloud with respect to the sensor origin, we instead use the Fast Point
Feature Histogram (FPFH) [50] descriptors available from the Point Cloud Li-
brary [51] as our primary feature vector. Instead of creating a histogram for
each normal axis direction (x,y,z), the FPFH feature descriptor instead relies
on angular differences between neighboring local normals. This makes the fea-
ture agnostic to the origin of the sensor. Finally, instead of using the Nearest
Neighbors to reconstruct the human points, we instead use a clustering algo-
rithm, which results to a similar performance, with potential extensions. At
the naivest solution, a simple Euclidean clustering algorithm can reconstruct
the human points. However, more sophisticated clustering algorithms that
utilize probabilistic methods over temporal data and semantic data exist [19]
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and can be substituted to the clustering algorithm used.
2.4 Feature Descriptions
In this section we describe the feature vector we use to semantically
extract human points from non-human points for a given point cloud data. As
algorithm 1 describes, we cluster points for every layer.
Our approach relies on classifying whether a given cluster, c, belongs to
a candidate human or not. To perform this binary classification, we describe
how to construct our feature vector, f(c), of a given cluster.
2.4.1 Local Surface Normal Calculations
For a given radius around a point, the FPFH descriptor creates a his-
togram of the angular differences between neighboring local normals. Thus,
the point’s local normal must first be computed. The computation of a point’s
local surface normal utilizes Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [25], a stan-
dard statistical technique used for dimensionality reduction.
The procedure is as follows. For each point, p ∈ R3, its nearest neigh-
bors within a specified spherical radius, rp ∈ R are extracted. The centroid







The 3 × 3 covariance, C ∈ R3×3, matrix of the spherical region is calculated










Figure 2.5: Visualizing how Human Points are extracted from Lidar data: (a)
The original point cloud data is sub-sampled by voxelizing nearby points as
one voxel. (b) The points are separated into m layers after extracting the local
normals for each voxel point. (c) Euclidean clustering is used to cluster points
together for each layer. (d) Features of each clustered points are extracted and
classified as “Candidate Humans” (green) or not. Then, “Candidate Humans”
are clustered again and semantic classification is performed. A bounding box
is returned for all classified human points.
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Figure 2.6: Extracting the angular difference between two local normals. This
image is borrowed from [49].
Using Singular Value Decomposition, eigenvalues, λi, and eigenvectors
vi of C are calculated. The eigenvalues are ordered in increasing order. The
eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue is the local normal direc-
tion of the point p. This is intuitive as in PCA, the two largest eigenvectors
describe the direction of greatest change. These two eigenvectors are perpen-
dicular to each other. Since C ∈ R3, the last eigenvector must be perpendicular
to the first two vectors and sufficiently describes the local normal of point p.
2.4.2 FPFH Cluster feature
The Fast Point Feature Histogram (FPFH) [50] is a histogram-based
feature descriptor for point cloud data. The FPFH is an improvement over
the Point Feature Historgram (PFH) [49]. The goal of FPFH and PFH is to
capture the local curvature of a point using its local k-neighborhood of points.
FPFH is computed in two steps. First, for each point, pq, compute the
angular differences between the local normals of nearby points, expressed as
three angles (α, φ, θ). The angular differences are binned into a histogram.
This is referred to as the point’s Simplified Point Feature Histogram (SPFH).
In the second step, for each pk neighbor of pq, its neighbors are recomputed
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and SPFH is performed on on pk. The SPFH of pq’s neighbors are used to
weigh the final histogram of pq.
To compute the angular difference between two point’s local normals,
we first construct a fixed-coordinate frame on one of the points using the
vector of the local normals and euclidean distance vector between the two
points (See Figure 2.6). Let pt, and ps be two points with local normals nt
and ns respectively. The angular difference of the local normals between these
two points can be computed by defining a tuple (u, v, w), where
u = ns, (2.3)
v = u× (pt − ps)
||pt − ps||2
, (2.4)
w = u× v. (2.5)
Then we compute the angular differences (α, φ, θ) as
α = v · nt, (2.6)
φ = u · t (pt − ps)
||pt − ps||2
, (2.7)
θ = atan(w · nt, u · nt). (2.8)
The SPFH is obtained by binning the angular differences into a his-
togram that is evenly spaced. With the SPFH properly defined, we can now
define the FPFH of each query point pq as follows.








where wi is a scalar weight defined as the euclidean distance between pq and
pi. This weight is used to place bins more importance on points nearby pq and
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less on the neighbors of pi. The Point Cloud Library’s FPFH implementation
uses 33 bins, using 11 bins for each angle where each angle has a bin width of
2π/11.
So far, only the FPFH feature of a point has been described. However,
we need to classify whether a cluster is a candidate human. Thus, a feature
descriptor for the cluster is needed.
To get the cluster’s FPFH feature, we sum all the FPFH feature his-
tograms of each point pj in the cluster. Formally, let Sc be the set of all points
p belonging to cluster c, f1(c) ∈ R33 be the cluster’s FPFH feature vector and







where W is a scaling factor such that the integral of the FPFH feature
vector is unity. Other normalization schemes are possible such as requiring that
the mean of all training examples for each bin is centered at 0. In Figure 2.7,
normalization was performed using the maximum of each training example’s
corresponding bin for illustration purposes.
2.4.3 Other Features
While the previous section described our most discriminative feature,
here we construct other features used to describe cluster c. Table 2.4.3 sum-
marizes all the features used.
The cluster covariance feature f2(c) ∈ R9 is inspired from its utility by

















Figure 2.7: An illustration of a 33-bin FPFH histogram with each bin having
a width of 2π/11.
cluster’s covariance, C(c) ∈ R3×3 and roll out its elements.
f2(c) = [C11(c), C12(c), · · · , C33(c)]T , (2.11)
with Cij is the ith row and jth column of the matrix C(c).
To calculate features fi(c) from i = 3 to i = 5, we first calculate the
cluster’s bounding box. The bounding box’s x, y, z Cartesian positions are




b = ∞ and xmaxb , ymaxb , zmaxb =
−∞. These coordinates specify the axis-aligned corners of the bounding box.
Then for each point pj in cluster c, update {x, y, z}{min,max}b accordingly.








b − xminb , ymaxb − yminb , zmaxb − zminb ). (2.12)
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Features Dimensions
f1 FPFH (Fast Point Feature Histogram) 33
f2 Cluster Covariance 9
f3 Axis-Aligned Side Ratios 2
f4 Axis-Aligned Side Area 1
f5 Bounding Box Diagonal 1
f6 Bounding Box Volume 1
f7 Variance Ratios 2
f8 Eigenvalue Ratio 1
f9 x-y Best Fit Radius 1
f10 x-y Distance from Sensor 1
f11 x-y Angle from Sensor 1
Table 2.1: Table summarizing the features used for human segmentation
We now order the side lengths of the bounding box in increasing order.




γ), which indicate the side lengths of the axis aligned
bounding box of cluster c in increasing order. This ordering is important
to retain independence from the cluster’s position with respect to the sensor
origin.
The cluster features f3(c), f4(c), f5(c) that describe the axis-aligned











α · lcβ (2.14)
f5(c) = || [lcb, wcb, hcb] ||2 (2.15)
The bounding box volume, f6(c) is defined as
f6(c) = l
c
b · wcb · hcb. (2.16)
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Next, the variance and eigenvalue ratios which describe features f7(c)
and f8(c) are an attempt towards modeling the distribution of the cluster’s
points, which have also been shown to be helpful with classifying pedes-
trians in a point cloud [26]. Similar to features f3(c) and f4(c), we will
order the variances and eigenvalues. The cluster’s axis aligned variances
(C11(c), C22(c), C33(c)) have already been calculated when extracting the clus-
ter’s covariance matrix. We order these variances in increasing order defined
as (Cα(c), Cβ(c), Cγ(c)). Similarly, we extract the eigenvalues of the cluster’s
covariance matrix and order them in increasing order as (λα(c), λβ(c), λγ(c)).
We now define the cluster’s Variance ratios and Eigenvalue ratios fea-














Next, the circularity of the cluster is extracted. Humans are mostly
cylindrical in shape when standing, and one way to capture this cylindrical
feature of humans is to estimate the best fitting x − y radius of the cluster.
The x − y radius is the best fit circle when the cluster’s points are projected
to the x − y plane. Typically the x − y plane is parallel to the ground. To
obtain this we first project all the points of cluster c to the x − y plane by
ignoring the point’s z-coordinate axis. As described in [1], the best fit circle
can be extracted by parameterizing the problem with the following vector of
unknowns,, v(c), for cluster c:






where xr(c) and yr(c) are the x and y positions of the center of the best
fit circle respectively with radius r2r(c) for cluster c. We now construct the
training matrices A and b which are functions defined by the points pj ∈ Sc
in cluster c. Let J = |Sc| be the total number of points in cluster c and
pj(x) and pj(y) be indexing functions which indicate the j-th point’s x and y


















This establishes the over-determined system Av(c) = b. One way to
find a solution is to minimize the following function
min||Av(c)− b||22. (2.22)
This problem is equivalent to finding the least squares fit with linear parame-
ters v(c). The solution of this optimization problem is the pseduo-inverse
v(c) = (ATA)−1AT b. (2.23)
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Now, we can extract the best-fit radius feature, f9(c), to be
f9(c) = rr(c) =
√
(v(c, 1) + v(c, 2)− v(c, 3)) (2.24)
where v(c, i) with i ∈ {1, 2, 3} indexes the elements of v(c).
As previously mentioned, the lidar’s scanning pattern varies the point
cloud sparsity as distance and angle from the sensor changes (Figure 2.2). To
capture the sparsity changes, we extract the features x− y distance from the
sensor and x − y angle from the sensor. We use the cluster’s centroid, p̄(c),
and ignore its z-coordinate which projects this point to the x− y plane.
We define the indexing functions p̄(c, x) and p̄(c, y) which extracts the
x, y positions of the cluster’s centroid w.r.t the global frame. We also define
ps(x) and ps(y) to be the sensor’s x and y positions w.r.t the global frame.
Thus,
p̄(c, x, y) = [ p̄(c, x)− ps(x), p̄(c, y)− ps(y) ]T , (2.25)
is the vector from the sensor to the cluster’s centroid. With these
definitions, the x− y distance from the sensor, f10(c) is defined as
f10(c) = ||p̄(c, x, y)||2 (2.26)
Next, we define sdir = [1, 0, 0]
T to be the unit vector describing sensor’s
forward facing direction in the local frame. Intuitively, sdir states that the
sensor is facing forward in the x direction. Let R be the rotation matrix from
the local sensor frame to the global frame, then R · sdir is the unit vector
describing the forward facing direction of the sensor in the global frame.
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Using the dot product relationship, a·b = ||a||2 ||b||2 cos(θ) for arbitrary
vectors a and b we can extract the x− y angle from the sensor feature as
f11(c) =
p̄(c, x, y) · (R · sdir)
|| p̄(c, x, y)‖|2 · ||R · sdir||2
(2.27)
2.5 Random Forest Classification Learning
Algorithm 2 Decision Tree Learning
1: procedure DecisionTree(dt, ms)
2: Let dt be the maximum depth, and Q = ms be the the set of x = (f, l)
training example tuples with f and l being the feature vector and its label.
3: Propose a random set of splitting candidates φ = {(fi, τi)} where i ∈
{1, 2, ..., A}, A = log2(|F |), F is the set of feature attributes, fi ∈ F and
τi is a threshold.
4: At each split, partition the set of examples into left and right subsets:
5: Ql = { x | fi(x) ≤ τi }
6: Qr = Q \Ql
7: For the current split, compute which φ gives the largest gain in infor-
mation by calculating the entropy
8: φ∗ = argmax G(φ)
9: G(φ) = H(T ) − H(T |a) where H(·) is the entropy and a is the
current attribute selected
10: H(T ) = −
∑
xi∈Q P (xi)log2P (xi).
11: H(T |a) = −(
∑
xi∈Ql P (xi)log2P (xi) +
∑
xi∈Qr P (xi)log2P (xi))
12: Define P (xi) to be the number of examples in Q with labels the
same as xi over the size of Q.
13: If G(φ) is maximized and the current split is not the maximum depth
specified, recurse left and right.
14: At the terminal leaf, store the size of examples for each label repre-
sented.
15: return a DecisionTree
Having specified the features for the cluster, a binary classifier must
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be selected to specify whether a cluster belongs to a candidate human or not.
The algorithm proposed does not restrict which classifier to be used. Here,
the random forest classifier is utilized for a few reasons. In the seminal work
of [55] which detects and tracks humans using the using only the depth data
from the Kinect’s RGB-D sensor, multi-class classification was performed with
high accuracy and efficiency with the random forest classifier.
The random forest classifier, is an ensemble method consisting of many
decision trees. It uses bootstrapping technique both when selecting training
examples and when selecting the best-feature per branch split. The basic idea
for training a random forest follows. Create nt number of decision trees with a
maximum depth of dt. Let m be the total number of training examples, where
each example is an (f, l) tuple with f the feature vector of the example and
l the label of the example. Each decision tree is built with a random subset
of m/nt training examples with replacement. (ie: Given two decision trees,
it’s possible that they share the same training example. This bootstrapping
technique is useful for reducing the classification variance). Then, the decision
tree is trained using Algorithm 2. At every split in the tree, select the best-
split feature from a random subset of all feature attributes. Typically, the size
of the subset of feature attributes is of size log2(|F |) where F is set of feature
attributes. Note that the feature selection is bootstrapped, that is, at every
split possible, all features are still considered only that a subset is selected
when identifying the best-split feature. This training algorithm is summarized
in Algorithm 3.
The splitting technique utilized here is unlike regular decision trees. In
regular decision trees, the the best-split feature is selected from all available
feature attributes. Once an attribute is selected, it is no longer considered in
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future splits.
Algorithm 3 Random Forest Learning
1: procedure RandomForest(nt, dt, m, F )
2: Initialize nt decision trees
3: For each decision tree, train the decision tree with maximum depth dt
on a random subset of m examples of size m/nt.
4: Return a Random Forest
Now, given a feature vector f , the random forest performs classifica-
tion as follows. Each decision tree outputs a classification with a probability
attached to it. For example, if a decision tree has to classify between 3 classes
(a, b, c), the decision tree may output (p(a) = 0.3, p(b) = 0.6, p(c) = 0.1). The
random forest, accepts a feature vector f and passes it to the nt decision trees.
It then averages the probability result of each decision tree and returns label
with the maximum probability (Algorithm 4).
The randomness both at the bootstrapped training example selection
and the bootstrapped feature selection, the bias increases slightly. However,
due to the number of trees and averaging, the variance also decreases. In the
implementation of the human detection algorithm, we use Python’s scikit-learn
random forest implementation [41], which follows the training and classifica-
tion methodology detailed here.
2.6 Results and Discussion
2.6.1 Learning Curves, Precision/Recall, and Calculation Time
To evaluate the performance of the detection algorithm, Figure 2.8
shows the learning curve of the Random Forest classifier. To construct this
graph, we hold out a random subset (typically 10 − 30%) of the training
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Algorithm 4 Random Forest Classification
1: procedure RandomForestClassify(RF , f)
2: Let RF be a trained random forest and f be a feature vector to be
classified.
3: Get the result from each decision tree, DT in RF , by calling
DecisionTreeClassify(DT , f).
4: Average the probability result from all the decision trees in RF .
5: return the label with the maximum probability
6:
7: procedure DecisionTreeClassify(DT , f)
8: Propagate f down the decision splits φ in DT until a terminal leaf is
reached.
9: At the terminal leaf, the size of the number of examples representing
each label was previously stored.
10: Use the stored sizes to construct a probability vector pl(f) ∈ R|L| with
L being the set of all labels possible. The probability of each label is the
frequency of the examples with a specific label over all stored sizes.
11: return pl(f)
examples. The classifier is trained only on the remaining training examples.
While the training error is calculated using the training examples used to
train the classifier, the cross-validation error always test the classifier on the
entire hold-out examples. Figure 2.8 shows that while the training error
rate is always below 1%, the cross-validation plateaus at 10− 13% after 2000
examples. This implies that more training examples will not necessarily help
with making the classifier more discriminative.
Table 2.6.1 summarizes the overall performance of the classifier. For
each label, the precision and recall is calculated. Define TP , FP , and FN as
true positives, false positives, and false negatives respectively. Then precision
and recall are calculated as
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Figure 2.8: Random Forest Classifier: The candidate human cluster classifica-
tion error rate vs number of training examples. The plot for the training error
and cross-validation (CV) error are shown.
Precision =
TP






The average labeling accuracy is calculated simply as number of correct
labels over total labels. Overall, Table 2.6.1 shows that the classifier has high
recall but low precision. This implies that humans are always seen but objects
are sometimes seen as humans. While not perfect, this performance is quite
desirable. At the very least, the point cloud to process is significantly reduced.
Moreover, the classified point cloud certainly contains human points.
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Precision Recall
Label: Positive(Human) 86.16± 2.89 92.13± 1.07
Label: Negative(Non-Human) 91.58± 0.72 86.22± 3.41
Average Labeling Accuracy 88.43± 1.37
Table 2.2: Table summarizing the classifier’s precision and recall performance
for each label. The average labeling accuracy is the classifier’s performance on
a k-fold cross-validation set. The recall performance for classifying a candidate
human cluster is bolded to indicate that human clusters are extracted at a high
rate even if non-human clusters are classified as humans.
Next, we evaluate the real time capability of the algorithm. When the
algorithm was implemented on the real system, the algorithm was split be-
tween using C++ and Python. Figure 2.9 breaks down the processing time
of the classification process. Note that the most computationally expensive
operation, the FPFH feature calculation (since it uses nearest neighbors and
histogram construction as part of the calculation) , finish consistently below
0.1ms independent of the number of voxels to process. The performance bot-
tleneck comes from processing the data using Python. In particular, python’s
append operation is very slow and scales linearly with the number of voxels to
process. Moreover using python for other mundane feature calculation such as
finding the area of the bounding box, causes significant slow downs. Thus, in
the future, all processing and calculation should be done with C++.
2.6.2 Empirical Results
We recall that the detection algorithm is performed in two steps. The
first marks whether a cluster is a candidate human or not. If so, the cluster
is colored with green points. Next, the candidate human points are clustered
together and a bounding box classifier decides whether or not the new clustered
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Figure 2.9: Calculation Time vs Number of Voxels
points is human or not. Here, the bounding box classifier simply asks whether
the the bounding box formed by the clustered points is big enough to be a
human. Thus, the final output of the algorithm are a set of bounding boxes
enclosing candidate human points.
Figure 2.10 shows some of the empirical capabilities of the human
detection algorithm. In (a), the basic human detection is shown. In (b), the
human detection is still possible under lower body occlusions. This is made
possible since the Euclidean space has been split into m-layers. In (c), the
human is detected at a close proximity, which addresses the problem with
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detecting humans with the stereo camera at close ranges (Figure 2.1 and
2.4). In (d) the algorithm is able to detect humans under varying sparsity,
which is an issue with using the MSL’s lidar data (Figure 2.2). In (e), a
human in a sitting pose is detected. Finally, in (f), a human (not represented
in the training data) in a random pose is detected. Note that both (e) and (f)
are possible because the algorithm uses local normal angular differences as the
main feature, which enables similar shaped humans to be detected. Finally,
the false positivity of the candidate human classifier is evident by the small
green points in (a-f). However, the bounding box classifier acts as second filter
to identify human points correctly.
2.7 Evaluation and Future work
This chapter presented a method for detecting humans using the Multi-
sense SL’s Lidar sensor, which can be used to in areas where the stereo RGB-D
sensor is not available or reliable. The algorithm provided can detect humans
in partial occlusion, in close proximity, under varying sparsity and in random
poses. The classification performance of the algorithm has high recall but
comparatively low precision. When testing the performance of the algorithm
in practice, this quantitative evaluation holds as human points are always ex-
tracted and classified as candidate humans, but sometimes objects are also
classified as candidate humans. At the very least, the algorithm is capable of
processing the entire point cloud input and always returning a reduced number
of points with the guarantee that human points are present in the returned
point cloud.
Further work remains to ensure that the algorithm is deployable in real
systems. First, the implementation presented here has a computational time
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bottleneck due to using Python for a subset of the routines. Porting the code to
be completely C++ will ensure that the algorithm runs real-time. Second, the
algorithm performs detection at every time step without considering temporal
data. Third, the algorithm only detect humans and does not perform persistent
tracking or skeleton matching. Finally, other human detection approaches
using Convolutional Neural Networks are recently more appealing as it is able
to automatically extract the necessary features to describe RGB-D data and





Figure 2.10: Human Detection Empirical Results. Green points indicate can-
didate human points and the purple bounding box indicates the region where
a human is detected. Each sub-figure demonstrates the algorithm’s detection
capability. See text for details.
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Chapter 3
Action Recognition: Gesture Recognition with
DMPs and GMMs
Human-aware robots must not only detect humans but also recognize
their actions. Action recognition can take on many forms, but in this work,
the focus will be placed on recognizing gesture-based actions only. Performing
gestures is a key component in non-verbal communication and has been part
a subject of interest in psychology [15].
In certain Human-Robot-Interaction(HRI) scenarios, recognizing hu-
man gestures is essential for efficient and safe human robot collaboration.
Recognizing gestures is a key step to understanding the intent of a collabora-
tive human, especially if there is a mapping between the provided movement
gesture and the intent. For example, gestures combined with speech have
been shown to enable joint-visual attention and spatial task completion for a
human-robot collaborative scenario [8]. In general, the gesture-to-intent map-
ping is not necessarily a constant one-to-one mapping but can also vary with
time and task dependency.
One approach towards action recognition is utilizing some form of fea-
ture extraction on some representation of the performed action and using a
classifier to distinguish between different actions. This work models static,
discrete, and rhythmic types of arm gestures as the forcing function of a Dy-
namic Movement Primitive (DMP) [23] representing the gesture, where the
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basis weights of the forcing function were used as the gesture’s features. Using
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) as the primary classification tool, different
experiments were made to show the practicality of using DMPs for gesture
recognition.
The purpose of this work is to identify the limits, practicality and in-
tricacies of using DMPs with GMMs for movement recognition. While not
exhaustive, exploring the short list of hypotheses to be tested, which are pre-
sented below, gives sufficient insight as the results and discussions sections will
show.
The following hypotheses are addressed in this work:
1. An unsupervised learning algorithm such as an Expectation-Maximization
(E-M) algorithm on GMMs can be used to automatically segment dif-
ferent static and discrete DMP demonstrations.
2. A supervised Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) classifier can be used to
classify different discrete DMP-based gestures.
3. A GMM classifier can distinguish between spatially different discrete
DMP-based gestures
4. The classifier will fail to distinguish between two linear motions.
5. The GMM classifier will fail on classifying rhythmic gestures.
6. Using the discrete DMP formulation to represent all the gestures, the
GMM classifier can classify static, discrete gestures but will fail to clas-
sify rhythmic gestures.
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7. For a given set of data, there is an optimal number of weights that best
represents the gestures.
To test the hypotheses, we perform eight types of arm motion gestures.
We have one static gesture, five discrete gestures, two of which are linear, and
two rhythmic gestures. Figure 3.1 gives a visualization of the gestures. The
static gesture is simply constant in space. Two of the discrete gestures are
letters U and S, and another two are linear motions with different starting and
ending positions. The last discrete gesture is a triangle shape with very similar
starting and ending goal positions to test the stability of similar start and end-
goal states (see Section 3.2.1). The rhythmic gestures are a continuous circle
motion and continuous waving motion.
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Figure 3.1: The eight types of demonstrated gestures are shown. The sub-
figures indicate (a) a static gesture, (b)-(f) five discrete gestures, and (g) and
(h) are two rhythmic gestures. The gestures were made using a Kinect that
recognized the x-y-z position of the AR marker held by the demonstrator.
Each gesture demonstration is plotted as a single color. The static gesture,
(a), is a demonstration where the marker never moves. (b) and (d) are discrete
letter-type gestures which is used in existing DMP literature to show movement
recognition [23]. (c) is a triangle shape gesture to test the ability of the DMP to
recognize gestures with almost equal starting and ending positions. (e) and (f)
are linear gestures with different starting and ending positions to test if DMPs
can discriminate between two spatially different discrete motions. Finally, (g)
and (h) represent a continuous circular and waving motion respectively. For
each sub-figure, each colored trajectory represents the trajectory of a single
demonstration.
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From these gestures, it was found that hypothesis 1 is possible, but
unreliable, hypotheses 2, 3, 7 are true with high confidence, hypothesis 4 is
false with high confidence, and hypotheses 5 and 6 are true with low confidence.
This work presents the following new findings: (a) currently, the com-
munity who use movement primitives for recognition do not discuss how their
systems are tuned, but here a performance sensitivity analysis is discussed with
respect to the number of basis weights used for recognition. (b) Previous recog-
nition studies using DMPs do not try to recognize spatially linear/straight mo-
tions as the forcing function may appear similar, but the experiments presented
here give evidence that it is possible to discriminate between two straight mo-
tions. (c) By accident, it was found that the two rhythmic gestures used in
this study can be recognized using the discrete formulation of DMPs with
unexpectedly high recognition rates. Finally, (d) DMPs can also represent
static-type gestures by setting the goal position constant.
3.1 Related Works
The extensive work done in [23] is the most similar to this work. In
[23], they detail the mechanics of using DMPs. In their work, they performed
motion recognition of discrete movements. In particular, they focused on show-
ing that different alphabetical letters will have a consistent similarity matrix,
and so classification is possible. The difference between their work and this
work is that GMMs were used to classify static, discrete, and rhythmic ges-
tures using only the discere formulation of DMPs. Additionally, this work
shows that highly linear discrete motions can also be distinguished provided
that the DMP parameters are specified properly. This work also shows that
it is possible to recognize rhythmic motions despite being modeled with the
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discrete formulation of DMPs.
In another work, the authors use a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to
automatically segment sequences of natural activities to automatically segment
gestures and cluster them. After the primitive gestures are extracted, the
gestures are represented as symbols and, the gestures’ lexicon is extracted
using their proposed algorithm [59]. Compared to their work, this work
focuses on the gestures that are already automatically segmented and only
classification of the gestures is needed.
Using nearest neighbors and an SVM classifier were shown to be ef-
fective at recognizing military-type gesture recognition [4]. In their work,
they focused significantly on recognizing only static type and rhythmic type
gestures. To handle noise and feature extraction, their implementation throws
many data points away. Their implementation is also sensitive to temporal
and spatial type of gestures. Here, the use of DMPs capture the entire motion.
In [2], different unsupervised algorithms were tried to automatically
detect gestures and test the performance of various unsupervised clustering
methods. However, the features used in their algorithm were not specified,
and their features only looked at static and rhythmic motions.
As for human robot collaboration scenarios, [30] uses Probabilistic
Movement Primitives (ProMPs) [39] to detect human intentions for assembly
hand-over tasks and spatial mimicking of pointing tasks. Probabilistic move-
ments use spatial information as part of learning the movement primitive, and
therefore may not recognize similar looking gestures that are spatially differ-
ent. Thus, ProMPs do not have the spatial invariant property of DMPs.
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3.2 Technical Background
3.2.1 Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMPs) for Gesture Repre-
sentation
The Dynamic Movement Primitive (DMP) framework [23] is a powerful
tool that enables dynamic representation of discrete and rhythmic movements.
Here, a biologically-inspired discrete formulation of DMPs given in [40] and
[22] is used. As noted in [22], the primary difference is that the differential
equations are based on a sequence of convergent acceleration fields instead of
force. Practically, this is similar to the original formulation, but with addi-
tional benefits such as better stability when the goal and initial positions are
similar, invariance under transformations, and better generalization to new
movement targets. From this discussion, any one-dimensional movement can
be represented as a converging spring-damper system perturbed by a nonlinear
forcing function f(s):
τ ˙v(t) = K(g − x(t))−Dv(t)−K(g − xo)s+Kf(s), (3.1)
τ ˙x(t) = v(t), (3.2)
τ ˙s(t) = −αs(t), (3.3)
where x(t) and v(t) are the position and velocity of the movement; K
and D are the spring and damper terms; g and xo are the goal and start
positions of the movement; τ is the temporal scaling factor; and s is the
phase variable that exponentially decreases from 1 to 0 with α to control the
convergence time.
While representing motion as a DMP has many favourable properties
[23], this work takes advantage of its temporal and spatial invariant property.
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In particular similar-looking motions can be demonstrated at varying durations
with varying start and end goal positions. For example motion demonstrations
can be spatially scaled and performed slowly but still have the same underlying
DMP dynamics.
τ(s) α K D
τdemo ln(0.01) 400N/cm 2
√
K
Table 3.1: DMP Learning Parameters
In this work, the parameters of the DMP are summarized in Table 3.2.1
. The spring term is set to be high, whose importance is described in Section
3.5 , and here it was set to K = 400N/cm. The damping term is critically
damped with D = 2
√
K. The temporal scaling term is set to τ = τdemo, where
τdemo is the length of the movement demonstration. Finally, α = ln(0.01) to
ensure that at t = τdemo, s(t) is 99% converged.
To obtain the forcing function that represents the gesture, a demon-
stration trajectory, xdemo(t), is recorded and differentiated twice to get vdemo(t)




− (g − x(t)) + (g − xo)s, (3.4)
with s(t) = exp( α
τdemo
t) from solving Eq. 3.3 . Note that Eq. 3.4 is
obtained by solving for f(s) from Eq. 3.1. The target function can then be
approximated by minimizing the squared error between Eq. 3.4 and the wi










where ψi(s) = exp(−hi(s − ci)2) is the i-th Gaussian basis function
centered at ci with width hi. [11] empirically determined that the width and




where n is the number of basis weights used to approximate f(s). Since all
the parameters are fixed, local weighted regression of f(s) will give consistent
wi weights.
3.2.2 Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) for Gesture Recognition
Since DMPs are invariant to spatial and temporal motion demonstra-
tions, it is reasonable to expect that the forcing function weights of the gestures
will be clustered together in an n-dimensional plot [23]. This clustering may





(w − µk)TΣ−1k (w − µk))
(2π)n/2|Σk|(1/2)
(3.6)
where n is the dimension of the multivariate distribution, w ∈ Rn is the
input, µk ∈ Rn is the mean, and Σk ∈ Rnxn is the covariance. Now, a GMM





where p(w|µ,Σ) is the probability of a particular feature, w, given all
the means, µ, and covariances Σ of the combined gaussians. The variable πk
is the mixture component representing the fraction of elements belonging to a
mixture k such that
K∑
k=1
πk = 1. (3.8)
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As an intuition, if there are k clusters with equal number of elements
in each cluster, the mixture component is πk = 1/k, a uniform distribution.
3.3 Experiment Methodology for DMP and GMMs
3.3.1 Gesture Data Gathering
Eight gestures with 30 demonstrations each were recorded using the
ROS package ar track alvar [34] to track a single AR marker with the Microsoft
Kinect. There are five discrete gestures called ”U-shape, Letter-S, Triangle,
LL-Swipe, and UL-Swipe,” one static gesture called ”Static,” and two rhytmic
gestures called ”Wave and Circle.” The x-y plots of all the recorded gestures
are shown in Figure 3.1.
Each gesture type served a purpose to maximize scientific findings. The
U-shape, Letter-S, and Triangle discrete gestures have obvious descriptions.
The U-shape and Letter-S gestures were provided as controls for hypothesis 2
since it has been previously show that they can be recognized with DMPs [23].
However, the Triangle gesture was selected since previous gesture recognition
never dealt with motions that have almost identical start and goal positions.
The LL-Swipe and UL-Swipe gestures are two discrete, linear-type gestures
that starts from the lower-left corner and upper left corner respectively and
ends in a corresponding opposite corner. The purpose of the discrete linear
gestures is to test hypothesis 4 (that is, the linear DMP motions will be identi-
cal to each other and so any classifier will fail to distinguish the two gestures).
Finally, two rhythmic gestures were added to test the hypothesis 5 (the dis-
crete DMP formulation will fail recognizing rhythmic gesture). During the
demonstration process, both rhythmic gestures Wave and Circle had no con-
sistent starting and ending position. Sometimes it was difficult to manage the
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frequency of the rhythmic gesture, and these inconsistencies are kept as part
of training data.
Three additional types of discrete gestures were also gathered, but with
only 5 demonstrations each. In particular, a spatially smaller versions of the
discrete gestures U-shape, Triangle, and Letter-S were also provided as test
data to test hypothesis 3.
These spatially different demonstrations can be viewed at Figure 3.3.
Notice that the spatially different demonstrations are only represented in the
training data from Figure 3.1 in terms of the overall shape of the gesture.
This is important for testing hypothesis 3.
3.3.2 Gesture Feature Representation
After all the demonstrations were made, using the DMP formulation
with the constants listed in Table 3.2.1, the data was pre-processed to calculate
the 3-dimensional x,y,z forcing function of each gesture. We define nb to be
the number of basis weights on a particular dimension. Then, the nb basis
weights of each forcing function was extracted using local weighted regression,
and the values of the weights were stored as vectors of wx, wy, wz, where x,
y, and z indicates the particular Cartesian axis the weight represents. Finally,









where wg is the concatenated vector of the forcing function’s basis
weights. Thus each gesture, wg, has n = 3nb dimension features.
In order to visualize the relationship of the basis weights between any
two gestures, the similarity function
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Figure 3.2: The similarity matrix of all the gestures is visualized as a colormap.
Each cell represents the similarity between any two gestures where colors closer
to 1 indicates high similarity and those below 0 have minimum similarity.
similarity =
wTg1wg2
||wg1 || · ||wg2||
(3.10)
previously proposed by [23] is used. Note that Eq. 3.10 is 1 when two
gestures are 100% similar and is 0 or below when there is minimum similarity.
Figure 3.2 is a color map visualization of the similarity matrix between any
two gestures, where each cell uses Eq. 3.10 with nb = 5 basis weights per
dimension.
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3.3.3 GMM Supervised Classification
To perform supervised classification, a finite K number of gaussian
mixtures are trained. Each mixture k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, representing one gesture,
makes K total number of gestures to consider. For each wg gesture, D = 20
random demonstrations were used as positive training examples. Then, for
each k gaussian mixture, training is done by stacking the mean and covariance
of the corresponding training examples:
µk = mean([wg1 , ...,wg2 ...,wgD ]
T ) (3.11)
Σk = Cov([wg1 , ...,wg2 ...,wgD ]
T ) (3.12)
Now, given an unknown gesture, wg, the gesture’s membership weight
probability, rk, is calculated for each k cluster using Baye’s Rule. More specif-
ically, rk is the probability that the demonstration belongs to mixture k given
a gesture demonstration, wg :






where p(k|wg) represents the cluster membership probability given a
wg demonstration, and πk is the k-th mixture weight representing that a ran-
domly selected demonstration is part of the k-th mixture component. Note
that
∑K





since each mixture component was
trained with D demonstrations and there are D ·K total number of demonstra-
tions. To identify the gesture, the cluster k that maximizes rk is the gesture’s
classification. This is represented as:




3.3.4 GMM Unsupervised Classification
For unsupervised classification, Gaussian Mixture Regression using an
Expectation-Maximization [58] algorithm is performed on the static and dis-
crete gestures data set and only the number of mixtures, K, is provided as in-
put. If the mixture regression is 100% successful, it is expected that each mix-
ture component πk will reflect the the true mixture. Note that it is known there
are mper = 30 demonstrations for each gesture, and there are m = mper · K
total demonstrations. Thus, it is enough to see if each cluster has identified
exactly 30 components. Suppose a cluster has specified mg(k) gestures to be-
long to cluster k. If mg(k) <= mper then it is assumed that cluster k has
found the correct mg gestures. However, if mg(k) > mper then cluster k has
mmistakes(k) = mg(k) −mper mistakes since perfect clustering should contain









Note that a perfect score of 1 means that each gaussian mixture has
exactly 30 gestures and a 0 means that all gestures are classified as a single
cluster. It is possible that a score of 1 can be obtained while the clustered
gestures are a mix of other gestures. However, in general this is unlikely to
happen as different gestures will have different target functions and therefore
have different basis weights.
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Weights per Dimension Discrete Gestures Weights per Dimension Discrete Gestures
1 (2.0± 6.3)% 25 (61.8± 13.6)%
3 (14.3± 13.8)% 30 (69.0± 12.5)%
5 (24.1± 15.9)% 35 (58.2± 10.6)%
10 (46.3± 10.2)% 40 (55.9± 7.7)%
15 (47.8± 10.5)% 50 (56.4± 9.2)%
Table 3.2: Unsupervised GMM
3.4 Experiment and Results
3.4.1 Unsupervised GMM Performance
The first experiment was to see how well unsupervised classification
works on the entire static and discrete gestures data set. The number of basis
weights nb per dimension was changed as experiments consistently show that
performance is sensitive to the number of weights used to represent the gesture.
Matlab has a built in gaussian mixture model fitting function, called fitgmdist,
that utilizes the E-M algorithm. Using the criteria described in Eq. 3.15, the
performance of the unsupervised clustering was recorded in Table 3.4.1, where
each cell in the table is the mean plus or minus the standard deviation of the
score after 10 random trials.
The results indicate that 30 basis weights per dimension has the best
unsupervised GMM performance with 69%±12.5 accuracy. However, as more
basis weights are added to the dimension, the performance stagnates. Finally,
the standard deviation for all the weights tested have high variance indicating
unreliability due to its inconsistent performance. Thus, hypothesis 1 has po-
tential but it is not reliable. The unsupervised GMM’s performance sensitivity
to nb also confirms hypothesis 7.
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Figure 3.3: Spatially Different Demonstrations
Weights per Dimension Discrete Spatial Rhythmic Discrete and Rhythmic
1 (78.7± 0.7)% (54.7± 4.2)% (31.5± 8.5)% (62.8± 1.2)%
3 (98.3± 0.6)% (73.7± 7.1)% (93.2± 4.0)% (96.3± 1.7)%
5 (98.6± 1.2)% (88.0± 5.3)% (97.0± 2.2)% (95.1± 7.1)%
10 (89.3± 1.5)% (43.3± 5.7)% (82.7± 2.9)% (86.1± 1.3)%
15 (71.6± 3.1)% (11.3± 3.2)% (58.8± 11)% (62.7± 2.8)%
25 (78.7± 2.5)% (33.3± 6.3)% (76.3± 4.0)% (77.0± 2.4)%
Table 3.3: Supervised GMM on all data sets
3.4.2 Supervised GMM Performance
The next experiment was to test hypotheses (2-6) and further con-
firm hypothesis 7. Tables 3.4.2 and 3.4.2 summarizes the results. For all
scenarios, each GMM was trained using 20 random gestures from a corre-
sponding gesture type. Except for the ”Spatial” columns, Table 3.4.2 tests
the performance against the entire Ktest · 30 gesture data set where Ktest ∈
{Kdiscrete, Krhythmic, , Kspatialdiscrete, Kall} is the number of gestures being con-
Weights per Dimension Discrete Spatial Rhythmic Discrete and Rhythmic
1 (77.2± 3.7)% (51.3± 3.2)% (36.0± 12.4)% (60.9± 2.5)%
3 (97.3± 1.4)% (66.7± 7.1)% (81.1± 9.1)% (88.6± 3.6)%
5 (96.2± 2.5)% (65.3± 8.2)% (88.5± 8.8)% (92.5± 2.6)%
10 (86.5± 1.1)% (40.7± 4.9)% (68.0± 8.5)% (73.9± 8.6)%
15 (57.2± 4.3)% (10.0± 3.5)% (61.2± 7.5)% (45.5± 6.9)%
25 (50.17± 9.2)% (26.0± 4.9)% (77.1± 4.0)% (36.5± 5.7)%
Table 3.4: Supervised GMM on Cross Validation data set
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sidered.
In this work, there areKrhythmic = 2 rhythmic gestures types, Kdiscrete =
5 discrete and static gesture types, Kspatialdiscrete = 3 spatially different dis-
crete gestures and Kall = Krhythmic + Kdiscrete discrete and rhythmic gesture
types.
Recall that for each gesture, D = 20 training data were used to train
each mixture model. To ensure that the performance is not skewed by the
trained data, Table 3.4.2 tests the performance only on the remaining unseen
Ktest · 10 gesture data set.
In the ’Discrete” column, the supervised GMM was trained and tested
only on the Kdiscrete static and discrete gestures. The ’Spatial” column was
also trained using the Kdiscrete · 30 static and discrete gestures but was tested
using the Kspatialdiscrete spatially different discrete gesture set. The ’Rhythmic”
column was trained and compared only on the Krhythmic rhyhtmic gestures.
Finally, the ’Discrete and Rhythmic” column was trained and tested on theKall
static, discrete, and rhythmic gestures without the spatially different gestures.
For all types of tests, the number of basis weights per dimension were also
changed to test hypothesis 7.
Tables 3.4.2 and 3.4.2 show that in general, there is high accuracy in
the recognition performance of static and discrete gestures, which confirms
hypothesis 2 and disproves hypothesis 4. In general, recognizing spatially
similar static and discrete gestures performs very well, and the accuracy drops
below 80% only when more basis weights per dimension are used due to over
fitting.
The Spatial column confirms hypothesis 3. Concretely, spatially differ-
ent discrete gestures can recognized with basis weights of 3 and 5 per dimen-
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sion. As a reminder, the training set for the Spatial has never seen spatially
smaller demonstrations, which makes this result more meaningful and signifi-
cant.
What is surprising is that the Rhythmic column shows that even with
using the discrete formulation of DMPs to represent rhythmic gestures, the
supervised GMM can distinguish between the rhythmic ”Wave” and ”Circle”
gestures. It was expected that the rhythmic gestures would appear as noise and
the GMM will fail to recognize the rhythmic gestures completely. However, as
the result shows, the accuracy is better than guessing between two rhythmic
gestures at random.
To test if the GMM classifier can discriminate between static, discrete,
and rhythmic gestures, the Discrete and Rhythmic columns shows that the
presence of rhythmic gestures did not affect recognition performance as it
reflects similar values to the Discrete column. From this study, it is surprising
that hypotheses 5 and 6 are both false as rhythmic gestures were classified
successfully.
For all of the gesture recognition tests, it is evident that the number of
weights used to represent the gesture affected the performance of the classifier,
which confirms hypothesis 7 convincingly. Using too many basis weights
causes over-fitting with high variance error, and not using enough basis weights











Figure 3.4: Linear Discrete Motion Gestures can be differentiated when K
is high such that the DMP’s attractor dynamics move faster than the actual
demonstration making the forcing function non-zero.
3.5 Discussion
The results with regards to the ability of a supervised GMM to classify
rhythmic gesture is strange and very unexpected. There are many possible
explanations and some of are discussed here. It’s possible that since there are
only 2 rhythmic gestures, classifying between the two is easy as the GMM
always return the best guess. The weights of each rhythmic gesture could also
be sufficiently different in terms of forcing function noise, so fitting a GMM on
two noise distributions was sufficient to discriminate between the two rhythmic
gestures.
The hope was to show that rhythmic gestures will completely fail and
using the rhythmic formulation of DMPs will be necessary. However, to even
use the rhythmic DMP formulation for proper comparison, more rhythmic
gesture types need to be recorded. Still, with the gestures used in this study,
the static, discrete, and rhythmic gestures were classified successfully. Thus,
until further study is conducted, hypotheses 5 and 6 are false but with low
confidence.











Figure 3.5: Recognizing static gestures is possible by setting the goal position
away from the user and using features such as arm angle relative to the body
of the user.
tures were classified successfully, confirming hypotheses 2 and 3, it did so
while also classifying two different types of discrete linear gestures. The tra-
ditional thinking is that discrete linear gestures will have a 0 forcing function.
This is why in [23] the motion gestures performed were all letters as trying to
different linear motions could be problematic. However, here the results show
that recognizing between two linear discrete gestures is possible. An intuitive
explanation is provided in Figure 3.4. That is, if K of the DMP is set to be
very high such that the attractor dynamics moves faster than the demonstra-
tion, the forcing function is non-zero and any type of linear motion in x-y-z
can be classified.
In fact, this finding is predicted much earlier by looking at the similarity
matrix between the two linear gestures in Figure 3.2. It is evident that they
have no similarity at all.
This finding has an additional consequence. That is, it is also possible
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to detect richer types of static gestures. For example, suppose that recognizing
between two types of static arm gestures is necessary. The coordinates can be
set to the angle formed by the upper arm to the shoulder and the angle formed
by the elbow to the upper arm as shown in [4]. Then, for all static gestures,
the goal position can be set away from the user as indicated in Figure 3.5.
However, the additional complication is that the goal position is now different.
Thus, to make this work with the framework, a higher level classifier is needed
to distinguish between static and discrete gestures.
In this work the recognition of static, discrete, and rhythmic gestures
were performed by using the discrete formulation of DMPs. In particular,
the forcing function of the DMP was used to represent the gesture in which
the weights obtained from local-weighted regression of equally-spaced gaussian
functions were the features.
Using only GMMs for classification, it was found that unsupervised
clustering can potentially be used to automatically learn different gesture
types. However the high variability of the unsupervised GMM in the results
shows that it will be unreliable.
On the other hand, using supervised GMM clustering provided an easy
way to train a classifier while performing reliable recognition at a high accu-
racy especially when the number of basis weights are tuned. In particular,
the classifier was able to distinguish between discrete and static gestures. Ad-
ditionally, the classifier was also able to recognize different types of discrete
linear motion under the DMP framework. This is an unexpected result as the
DMPs of the two linear motions were expected to be different.
Finally, another unexpected result shows that the GMM can also clas-
sify rhythmic gestures even though the gestures were represented as discrete
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motions. However, there are not enough rhythmic gestures in this data set
to truly claim that the discrete DMP formulation can classify all types of
rhythmic gestures.
Overall, this work demonstrates that using the new discrete formula-
tion of DMPs is an effective method for recognizing spatially and temporally
invariant movement gestures. Once the gestures are recognized, a mapping
between the gesture to intention may be formulated.
3.6 Future Work
In this work, only one static gesture was tested. Still, experiments
with the discrete linear gestures resulted into a finding that DMPs can also
represent richer static gesture types, but experimental validation remains. As
a potential approach, identifying static gestures can be recognized with the
current framework. Since it is static, the forcing function will be close to 0
as the goal and start positions are very close. Then after recognizing that the
gesture is a static type, another GMM that classifies different type of static
gestures can be used with the goal position explicitly specified.
Another future work is on the topic of rhythmic gestures. It is still
not convincing that the discrete formulation of DMPs is enough to classify
rhythmic gestures. In the future, two better ways of recognizing rhythmic
gestures exist. The first is to use the rhythmic formulation for DMPs and use
the learned basis weights for classification. Second, performing alignment on
the data and approximating one period of the demonstration using a fourier
transform can give consistent basis function weights.
Another problem with the current classification scheme is that it can-
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not handle incorrect gestures as the current framework only assumes that all
gesture demonstrations is represented by the GMM. Thus the classifier always
returns the best maximum guess for any given gesture. This can be fixed by
doing some threshold study after the best cluster membership is selected.
Finally, while using DMPs is invariant to different temporal demon-
strations of similar gestures, the classifier will not be able to identify when the
desired gesture has begun or ended. Thus, this will fail when a time series of
data is given without some heuristics given to the system. An example heuris-
tic for example could be detecting minimum velocity onset for both start and
ending conditions [23]. However, this has the disadvantage that no gesture is
ever given when the velocity is less than the specified threshold and gestures
are assumed to be always given when the velocity is greater than the thresh-




Action Generation: Decision Making with
Model Predictive Control
The work presented in this chapter is part of a previous publication1.
The author of this thesis was completely responsible for the content of the
first half of the publication (Abstract to section 4.2 and section 6.1), which
is presented here. While the author of this thesis made minor contributions
to the theoretical development of Section 5 and 6.2, the second author, Orion
Campbell, lead the development and writing of these sections. The third
author, Travis Llado was responsible for the hardware implementation. The
fourth author, Donghyun Kim provided important code for visualization. The
fifth author was helpful during the initial development of section 5. Finally,
Dr. Luis Sentis was the P.I of the paper. Now we discuss the contributions,
methods and results of the first half of the publication.
A robot that can detect and track humans as well as understand human
actions may be human-aware in the sense that it can identify where humans
are and make statements about their actions. However, human detection and
action recognition on their own are not necessarily useful. To be useful, a
robot must generate actions and behaviors on its environment that are human-
1Jorgensen, S. J., Campbell, O., Llado, T., Kim, D., Ahn, J., and Sentis, L. (2017). Ex-
ploring Model Predictive Control to Generate Optimal Control Policies for HRI Dynamical
Systems. arXiv preprint arXiv:1701.03839.
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aware. Human-aware actions are important when the robot is under safety
constraints. Furthermore, the robot’s performance is directly tied to its actions
and behavior.
Since generating human-aware robot behaviors is important, how can
a robot make such decisions that, for example, balance between safety and
performance requirements? This decision making process is a fundamental
problem in robotics [53]. Here we will discuss one approach towards human-
aware action generation. The approach described here breaks the problem of
generating human-aware actions into two components.
First, we model Human-Robot-Interaction (HRI) scenarios as linear
dynamical systems which will describe the dynamic interplay between robot
actions, human actions, and the environment. Second, we use Model Predic-
tive Control (MPC) with mixed integer constraints to generate human-aware
control policies over the dynamical system representation. The approach is
motivated by presenting an assistive robot that aims to maximize productiv-
ity while minimizing the human’s workload, and the simulation results show
that the robot generates useful behaviors as it finds control policies to minimize
the specified cost function.
This work is inspired from studying Social Cognitive Theory (SCT)
[3] which claims that human behavior is based on the dynamic interplay of
personal, environmental, and behavioral influences. It was recently used to
model the walking exercise behavior of humans as a linear dynamical sys-
tem [31]. Among many other states that interplay with each other, their
model included a measure of self-efficacy which increases as a result of ex-
ercise, thereby increasing the exercising behavior further. Subsequently, the
authors also showed that a policy for behavior intervention can be generated
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using Model Predictive Control [32].
In the same way, we ask similar questions: Can HRI scenarios be mod-
eled as dynamical systems? If so, can the tools of control theory generate
useful policies? Previous work on modeling HRI scenarios and generating ap-
propriate behaviors include creating belief models of the robot and human
[5, 6], probabilistic anticipatory action selection [21], collaborative agent plan-
ning [54], motion planning for navigation to maximize human comfort [56],
fluent-turn taking using timed petri-nets [10], utilizing POMDPs for modeling
cognition of an autonomous service robot [52], and many others. For all sce-
narios the robot’s cognitive model of the world and the human was necessary
to generate appropriate actions to address the task at hand.
Here, we frame the cognitive modeling problem based on intuitive me-
chanical analogies. This technique leverages the power of feedback optimal
control to generate useful interactive behaviors. In particular, this work ex-
plores how Model Predictive Control (MPC) with mixed-integer constraints
can be used to solve HRI scenarios modeled with linear dynamics. In do-
ing so, this methodology is an approach towards creating cognitive feedback
controllers. The modeling and policy generation technique here is high level.
Therefore, it is assumed that the low level control of the robot, such as its joint
controllers or torque controllers [37], is given. Other low-level modules needed
to accomplish the task such as perception modules to process the environment,
and motion primitives to accomplish sub-tasks are also assumed to be given.
As the name suggests, MPC contains a model of the system and can
simulate how its control policies can affect the model in the future [46]. Since
MPC can “see” a finite horizon into the future using its model of the world,
it can identify locally what the best control policies are to minimize some
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objective function.
To describe the usefulness of MPC for extracting useful control policies
in HRI, we consider an assistive robot that helps a human accomplish his work
by bringing the human the necessary deliverables from an inventory station
(Fig. 4.1). The assistive robot must (1a) ensure it has enough battery to
remain operational, (1b) continue being productive by delivering work to the
human, and (1c) ensure that the human is never overworked.
Note that the HRI scenario contain a number of if-then statements
which activate or deactivate boolean variables to specify if certain control
inputs are available for the robot. For instance, the robot can only move if it
has enough battery power or it can only pick up deliverables when it is near the
inventory station or the human’s workstation. Such if-then constraints must
be incorporated in the optimization routine mathematically via reformulating
the statements as inequality constraints. To incorporate these constraints, we
use Mixed Integer MPC, which is an optimization routine that minimizes some
objective function subject to both real-valued and integer constraints. This
optimization framework is called Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP) [57].
Interestingly, while our objective function only contains battery levels,
productivity, and human workload the robot is able to find the correct control
policies to satisfy the end objective.
To demonstrate the approach, simulations were performed using a Python
interface called CVXPY [12], a convex optimization library with mixed-integer
programming capability with an academic license of the Gurobi [17] solver.




Figure 4.1: Assistive HRI Scenario: An assistive robot must bring deliverables
from the inventory station (I.S.) to the human’s work station area (W.S.). A
mindful robot will ensure that the human is never overworked.
4.1 Related Works
MIP was previously used for planning spacecraft trajectories [47] and
using integer constraints to model obstacle avoidance. MIP has also been used
for generating optimal paths for manipulators [13]. Martin et al. [31] used a
fluid-tank analogy and a corresponding linear dynamic model to characterize
human mental states that influence daily walking behavior. With a simplified
version of the model, they controlled the system using Hybrid Model Predictive
Control with integer and boolean constrains to achieve a desired goal [32].
In addition to previously mentioned works on modeling HRI and gen-
erating behaviors [5, 6, 21, 54, 56, 10, 52], kinodynamic planning with RRT
can also be used to solve search problems with dynamic constraints [28]. How-
ever, as with most planning algorithms, this requires specifying a desired goal
state that may not be reachable. On the other hand, an MPC formulation
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performs an optimization routine to find the best control policy to minimize
an objective function over the given time horizon.
4.2 HRI as Linear Dynamical Systems
To take advantage of the techniques found in the controls community,
we model HRI scenarios as linear dynamical systems which have the form
dx
dt
= ẋ = Ax+Bu, (4.1)
where A ∈ An×n and B ∈ Rn×mdescribe the state changes due to the n world
states, x ∈ Rn, and m control inputs, u ∈ Rm respectively. In this work, we
discretize the dynamics by ∆t. Note that by Euler integration, an estimate of
the state vector after ∆t can be obtained using Equation 4.1 as
x(k + 1) = ẋ(k)∆t+ x(k), (4.2)
where x(k) denote the state at time step k. Next, by expanding ẋ(k), the state
evolution can be described by known variables
x(k + 1) = (Ax(k) +Bu(k))∆t+ x(k), (4.3)
= (A∆t+ I)x(k) +Bu(k)∆t. (4.4)
where I ∈ Rn×n is identity and u(k) denote the input at time step k.
4.3 Policy Generation via Model Predictive Control
Given some desired robot behavior yref ∈ Rny with ny behaviors, e.g.
we want the robot to be 100% productive and minimize the human workload
to 25%, a standard quadratic cost function is used to quantify how well the
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decision vectors, u0, u1, ..., up−1 , bring a state output y to yref over a finite




(y(k + i)− yref )TQy(y(k + i)− yref ), (4.5)
where Qy ∈ Rny×ny is a matrix describing the quadratic weights of the desired
behavior.
The mixed-integer MPC problem can now be formulated as follows. In
general, the MPC problem attempts to minimize a cost function J subject to







x(k + i) = (A∆t+ I)x(k) +Bu(k)∆t,
y(k + i) = Cx(k + i),
E1δ(k) ≤ E2 + E3x(k) + E4u(k) + E5z(k),
where δ(k) ∈ {0, 1}nbool are nbool boolean variables used in the prob-
lem, z(k) ∈ Rno are no floating variables, and E{1,...,5}, are matrices used to
compactly specify the constraints of the problem. However, to be very clear
about how constraints are specified in the MPC problem, we will describe each
inequality constraint used for the scenario.
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4.4 Assistant Robot Scenario as a Linear Dynamical
System
4.4.1 World State and Actions
We use a fluid-flow analogy to describe the linear dynamics of the sce-
nario (Fig. 4.2) which enables easy visualization of how the different states of
the world are affected by the robot’s actions and other world states. We model
the state of the world as a vector xR ∈ R5,
xR = [Rx, Rb, Rd, Rp, Hl]
T , (4.7)
where Rx, Rb, Rd, Rp, and Hl, are the robot’s x-coordinate position, battery
levels, amount of deliverables being carried, self-perceived productivity, and
perceived human workload respectively. In general, the system has control
inputs u ∈ R6 defined as
uR = [umove, ucharge, uipu, uido, uwpu, uwdo]
T . (4.8)
More specifically, umove lets the robot move left and right, ucharge spec-
ifies how the robot’s batteries change, uipu and uwpu denote the act of picking
up deliverables from the inventory station and the human’s work station re-
spectively, and uido and uwdo denote the act of dropping off deliverables to the
inventory station and the human’s work station respectively.
4.4.2 State Transition Matrix
Referring to Fig. (4.2) , at every time step, the robot’s battery decreases
by −1/τb and is further decreased as it moves (|umove| > 0). The battery can











Figure 4.2: Fluid Analogy for the Assistive Scenario.
The robot feels productive whenever it has high battery levels, βB/τp,
and whenever it drops off deliverables, uwdo to the human, but feels less pro-
ductive whenever it takes work, uwpo, away from the human and whenever the
robot perceive high levels of human workload, −βl/τp. As with battery levels,
the robot’s perception of its own productivity decreases by −1/τp with time.
The robot’s capacity to carry deliverables is modeled by the state Rd.
Whenever the robot performs a deliverable pick up action (uipu and uwpu),
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this state increases. Similarly, when the robot performs a deliverable drop off
action (uido and uwdo) this state decreases.
Finally, the robot has a model of the human’s workload, Hl. Namely,
deliverables dropped off to the human’s work station is analogous to increas-
ing the human workload. The human, working at his own pace, reduces his
workload by −1/τl.
We note that Fig. (4.2) contains gamma, γ, variables. These variables
are constants to describe how much the state changes, dx
dt
, as a function of
time due to the input u. These variables are useful since the units for umove
is different from Rb, but battery levels are affected by moving nonetheless.
They also capture how the robot’s deliverables Rd gets converted to human
workload, Hl, and robot productivity Rp through an action uwdo. However
while γ might be different, the exchange between two states uses the same
constant. Thus, if a robot drops off deliverables to the human’s work station,
which increases Hl and Rp, and decreases Rd, the robot can pick up the same
amount of deliverables, decreasing Hl and Rp and increasing Rd back to its
original values. This abstraction enables the model to evolve later if more
states are added to model human workload or robot productivity.
Thus, the world state evolves with the following A and B matrices
A =

0 0 0 0 0
0 −1/τb 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 βb/τp −βw/τp −1/τp 0





γm 0 0 0 0 0
0 γc 0 0 0 0
0 0 γi −γi −γw −γw
0 0 0 0 −γp γp
0 0 0 0 −γl γl
 , (4.10)
where the γ variables are constants that describe how the state changes due
to the input u.
The current state transition matrix that describes the HRI scenario
does not incorporate certain constraints of the problem. For example, the
robot may only pick up deliverables whenever it is near the inventory station
or when it is near the human work station. The next section describes how such
constraints are automatically incorporated in the MPC problem statement.
4.5 World Constraints formulated as Mixed-Integer Con-
straints for Model Predictive Control
To maximize battery and productivity, and minimize human workload,




 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
 , (4.11)
We set yref = [1, 1, 0.25]T which tells the robot to aim for 100% battery
level, 100% productivity, and a human workload of 25%. The cost function
weights are set to be Qy = diag{wb, wp, wl} with wb, wp, and wl denote the
weights for the battery, robot productivity, and human workload respectively.
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4.5.1 Scenario Constraints
The HRI scenario presented contains a number of constraints and the
optimization routine must be restricted to a set of allowable actions depending
on the world states. The robot has the following constraints:
1. It can move only if it has enough battery.
2. Its batteries are charged only if it is near the inventory station.
3. It can pick up and drop off deliverables only if it is near either station.
4. It cannot pick up deliverables beyond its capacity.
5. It cannot drop off deliverables if it has no deliverables.
6. It loses more battery as it moves.
Such if-then constraints must be converted to inequality constraints
in order to frame the problem as a mixed-integer MPC problem. To specify
constraint 1, we introduce a boolean variable, δbat that indicates if the robot
has enough battery to move. Namely, it is only true if and only if the robot’s
battery is above a threshold, bthresh.
δbat = 1⇔ Rb(k) ≥ bthresh (4.12)
The following inequalities express this if-then constraint from Eq. 4.12 as a
mixed-integer constraint.
Rb(k)− bthresh ≤ δbat(k)(Rmaxb −Rminb ), (4.13)
Rb(k)− bthresh ≥ (1− δbat(k))(Rminb −Rmaxb ), (4.14)
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where Rmaxb and R
min
b are upper and lower bounds of the battery level. Next,
we specify that the robot can only move if it has enough battery
umove(k) ≥ δbat(k)uminmove, (4.15)
umove(k) ≤ δbat(k)umaxmove, (4.16)
where uminmove and u
max
move specify the maximum movement effort the robot can
use at every time step.
Next, to specify constraints 2, and 3, we introduce two booleans, δis
and δws to indicate whether the robot is at the inventory station or the human
work station. The desired location constraint is described as
δis = 1⇔ Rx ≤ lis (4.17)
δws = 1⇔ Rx ≥ lws (4.18)
where lis specifies the location of the inventory station and lws specifies the
location of the human’s work station. Similar to the battery level constraint,
the location constraints can be expressed as a mixed-integer constraint using
the following inequality constraints.
(Rx(k)− lis) ≤ (1− δis(k))Rmaxx , (4.19)
(Rx(k)− lis) ≥ δis(k)(−Rmaxx ), (4.20)
(Rx(k)− lws) ≤ δws(k)Rmaxx , (4.21)
(Rx(k)− lws) ≥ (1− δws(k))(−Rmaxx ). (4.22)
Having location constraints, we can now constrain the robot to only
pick up and drop off deliverables whenever it is near the inventory station or
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the human work station:
0 ≤ uipu(k) ≤ δis, (4.23)
0 ≤ uwpu(k) ≤ δws, (4.24)
0 ≤ uido(k) ≤ δis, (4.25)
0 ≤ uwdo(k) ≤ δws, (4.26)
Next, to specify capacity constraints 4 and 5, we simply state that the
robot cannot take actions that will cause it to exceed its carrying capacity of
100% or to drop off deliverables when it doesn’t have any.
0 ≤ Rd ≤ 1.0 (4.27)
To specify constraint 6, we introduce two boolean variables, δmp and
δmn which are true if the robot exerts a positive effort and negative effort
respectively. This is necessary because taking absolute values does not satisfy
the Disciplined Convex Programming (DCP) [12] ruleset.
δmp = 1⇔ umove > 0, δmn = 1⇔ umove < 0. (4.28)
These are again specified as inequality constraints
(1− δmp(k))uminmove <umove(k) < δmp(k)umaxmove, (4.29)
δmn(k)u
min
move <umove(k) < (1− δmn(k))umaxmove. (4.30)
Finally, to encode the overall change in battery due to robot movement and
charging, we specify












(a) 0% human workload at t= 0 (b) 30% Robot battery & 90% human workload at t= 0
Figure 4.3: Assistant Robot Simulation Results: For both (a) and (b), the
robot worries more about the human’s workload more than its own battery
levels and productivity. Note that upu = uipu + uwpu and udo = uido + uwdo to
indicate the total deliverable pick up and drop off actions respectively. Also,
the W.S. and I.S. are located at lws = 9 and lis = 1 respectively. In (a),
the robot initially drops off the deliverables it is carrying to give the human
work and proceeds to charge its own batteries while slowly dropping off more
work to the human. In (b), the robot notices that the human is overworked
and proceeds to remove work from the human at the cost of the robot’s own
productivity until the human’s workload becomes manageable. The robot also
charges its low battery levels to remain operational. Then, the robot proceeds
to slowly drop off work to the human at a manageable rate, which also makes
the robot’s perception of its own productivity to rise again.
where δcharge = δis, and δmove = (δmp + δmn). Additionally, to be consistent
with the constants’ effects as specified in Fig. 4.2 and Eq. 4.10, γmovepenalty =
γpenalty/γc. That is, the battery is charged whenever it is near the inventory




We provide two test cases to the robot. For both cases, the optimization
routine is set to maximize robot battery and productivity, and target a 25%
human workload (yref = [1; 1; 0.25]). The following weights wb = 1, wp = 1,
and wl = 10 were used. That is, the robot cares more about ensuring the
human is never overworked over its own battery and productivity levels. The
simulation parameters are available in the linked code repository.
In the first case (Fig. 4.3a), the robot starts between the inventory sta-
tion and the human work station and the human starts out with no workload.
The robot first drops off its deliverables to the human and proceeds to charge
its batteries. Then it moves back and forth to bring just enough deliverables
to ensure that the human has a manageable workload (always at 25%).
In the second case (Fig. 4.3b), all the parameters and initial conditions
are the same except that the human starts out with 90% workload and the
robot starts out with 30% battery. Despite having low battery, the robot
rushes to the human and removes the workload from the human. This causes
the robot’s productivity to become negative as per the definition of robot pro-
ductivity. The robot understands that the human being overworked is the more
important issue. When the human’s workload is at 40%, the robot charges its
battery to remain operational. Then, the robot returns to a behavior which
ensures the human has a manageable workload
4.7 Discussion
Potential future work includes testing the assistive robot MPC model
as well as further improvements on modeling human-robot connection dynam-
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ics. By taking inspiration from SCT models found in the exercise behavior
intervention community, this work explored the possibility of treating HRI as
controllable dynamical systems in which state-of-the-art techniques from the
controls community can be leveraged.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Future Outlook
This thesis presented methodologies for detecting humans, recognizing
arm motion gestures, and generating human-aware control policies as an at-
tempt to address the necessary capabilities of a human-aware robot. Chapter
2 presented an algorithm for detecting humans given a 3D point cloud data.
Chapter 3 tested many hypotheses when arm motion gestures are represented
as Dynamic Movement Primitives and classified with Gaussian Mixture Mod-
els. Finally, Chapter 4 presented a new novel method for representing HRI
scenarios as a dynamical system and generate human-aware control policies
using Model Predictive Control with mixed-integer constraints.
Plenty of work remains for the future as this thesis only addressed a
subset of the technical challenges needed to be solved to have a human-aware
robot.
Half of the problem with creating a truly autonomous human-aware
robot comes from creating deployable algorithms that can extract useful in-
formation from sensor data. For example, the problem of Human detection,
tracking, and pose estimation as well as human action and intent recognition
have been framed as supervised machine learning problems. Recent advances
in the field of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are defeating well en-
gineered supervised classification problems. At least in the very near future,
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CNNs have the most promise in creating general detection, tracking, and recog-
nition modules for human-aware robots.
The other half of the problem comes from how to generate safe, high-
performance, human-aware robot policies. Here, using CNNs has not been
shown to be effective or desirable as it is difficult to state or reason about
performance guarantees due to its black box nature. At the very least, the
approach of modeling HRI as dynamical systems and using MPC to generate
control policies enables the engineer to design and reason about the robot’s
actions. While not perfect, having a clear understanding of the robot’s actions
make it deployable. Thus, designing a framework for autonomous behaviors
remains to be an important research avenue. Representing HRI as dynamical
systems and using MPC is one approach and must be tested on a real system.
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